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LAST MONTH’S EVENTS
TALK. The September Talk was presented by VASSA member John Cornell. The topic was Constantia’s
Forgotten Farms, and it was a revelation to hear about places that have literally slipped from memory
having been submerged under residential developments. Weltevreden, Schildpadvlei and Timour Hall
and several other farmhouses still exist but are difficult to recognise. John tracked them down in the
Deeds Office, Surveyor-General’s Office and Archives, and on aerial images and from street names.
Stephen D’Alton is presenting the second part of the story this month, focused on Hauptville.

Period detail clues.

OUTING. There was no Outing as VASSA’s annual three-day excursion took place last month.
VASSA AWAY WEEKEND 2022
Twenty Vernacs enjoyed a terrific away weekend in perfect weather in the Philadelphia and
Paardeberg areas. Alex Dodge spent a lot of time travelling around to find farms for us to visit, with
very successful results. The trip also included a talk by Nigel Amschwand on the history of Rondeberg
and two talks by Antonia Malan, one on the Malan family at Slent farm (now Ayama) and the other on
Blue China. The farmers themselves were all very interesting about both the history of their farm and
the trials and tribulations of farming. As a surprise for the group, Judy Badenhorst, a friend of Pat’s
who lives across the road from Kweperfontein, invited us all to tea. Judy is a renowned recipe
developer and former owner of the Old Oak Farm Stall which many will remember.
Here is a selection of photos which give an impression of the weekend.
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We started at Rondeberg, site of the VASSA measuring workshop earlier this year. Nigel Amschwand
spoke about the history of the original farm and when Rondeberg was deducted and buildings erected.
After exploring the house we were invited to visit the hounds, this being the Cape Hunt Club property.

Top left: The rear of Rondeberg with its many buttresses. Top right: Marion Ellis with the hounds.
Below left: A very horsey interior. Below right: Nigel Amschwand speaking to the group.

Left: Discussing Swellengift on the stoep. Right: Examining the window construction at Swellengift.
Pity about the muggies.
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Top left: Dasvlei homestead still with its original windows. Top right: The original voorkamer and a
new dining table made of railway sleepers. Bottom left: Ralph Malan inspecting the clock. Middle:
Ralph and Antonia Malan inspecting the modern (and hugely expensive) farm equipment. Bottom
right: Surely our most colourful couple!

Left: Our very comfortable guest house, Fynbos, formerly called Weltevreden. Right: Dinner in the
stable converted into a restaurant.
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Left: Woodlands house, an old building enclosed in Victorian additions. Right: The original house
converted into a barn.

Ayama (formerly Slent) now owned by a group of young Italians, has been totally renovated and
modernised, but still keeping an eye on the past. Top left: The barn, now a restaurant and shop and
other out buildings. Top right: The seating area upstairs in the barn. Bottom left. Old wine cellar will
become a wine tasting room. Plaster has been left off the walls in places so that the original materials
can been seen. The beams also have had to be replaced. Bottom right: The first wine ‘vat’ has arrived
for the new cellar.
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Traditional group shot, this time at Prospect Hill where the retired farmer (father of present owner)
had come to the farm specially to ask questions about the building and to tell us what he knew.

Last farm of the day. Left: Walking to the Kweperfontein homestead nestled in the trees. Right: The
modest homestead at Kweperfontein.
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Stoep sitting. Left: Our very jolly tea at Judy Badenhorst’s cottage. That is Judy peeping out from
behind the leaves at bottom left. Right: Sunday morning saw a late start to the day, but we were all
wide awake at Antonia’s Blue China workshop.

On Sunday we visited our last farm, Schoone Oord, but first some sustenance - pity about the horse
flies. Top: Discussing the Schoone Oord werf and history. Bottom left: Picnic beneath the oaks. Bottom
right: The unusual wine cellar built with ysterklip, a type of ironstone.

THE MALAN FAMILY AT SLENT
The Malan family lived on the farm in the Paardeberg named Slent when Ralph’s father (also Ralph)
and uncle (Sailor) were boys [See Sailor Malan: a biography by Oliver Walker (1953).]
Their Malan stamvader was Jacobus Francois Malan, who came to the Cape in 1688 along with several
other French families. They settled in Wagonmakers’ Valley. The Malan family farm was Versailles, on
which Wellington was later founded, though over the years they also had other properties in the area.
Ralph senior’s father was Willem Adolph, known as Willie, born in 1879. His mother, Evelyn Forde
Malan (nee Jordan), was English-speaking and his father Afrikaans, but the children were brought up
bilingual. Their neighbours, the Cilliers, who were Afrikaans-speaking were playmates and the Malan
boys taught them English. Language and identity were significant in that community and in this story.
Evelyn had attended Dr Murray’s strict Huguenot Seminary in Wellington, a pioneer in women’s
education in South Africa, and became a kindergarten teacher. It was said that you could always tell
when the housewife was a Seminary girl, by the farmhouse’s taste and refinement. Though Evelyn
herself found the Seminary’s focus on domestic science and the fire and brimstone sermons not at all
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to her taste. Interestingly, in the 1890s no High Dutch (as it was called then) was allowed to be spoken
on the school premises, despite most of the girls being Afrikaans speaking. Some girls refused to rise
during God Save The Queen. It was a complicated issue during the Anglo-Boer War when families were
forced to take sides.
Education for Sailor and Ralph until Standard IV was the local farm school. Sailor recalled a very bitter
woman teacher who hated the British, and her fanatical words left a nasty impression on his mind. He
was further confused because she taught in Afrikaans but the books were in English. When he went
to school in Stellenbosch in Standard V he found English and Afrikaans speakers were seated on
different sides of the class.
Willie did not actively side with the Boers, whereas his older brother Piet did. It wasn’t until Smuts’
notorious general, Manie Maritz, came down through the mountains, harrying the British, that Willie
joined up on the British side. At Twenty-four Rivers (Halfmanshof), Willie sustained the wounds that
disabled him for life. He was hit by two bullets while astride his horse, one went through both thighs
and the other smashed his right arm. He was not expected to survive, but after six years of pain and
stubborn persistence he was able to ride around the farm again.
According to Walker (1953): “He was not a big man but he had a constitution as tough as an oak and
a disposition of unflagging cheerfulness.” Of interest are the biographer’s remarks about the marriage
of the daughter of a successful businessman (Jordan Shoes) and a farmer’s son: he describes it as
“linking of old Cape Dutch-Huguenot and yeoman English stocks”! The match was very well received
locally and over a thousand relatives and friends attended the wedding of Evelyn and Willem in 1909.
Willie sold his portion of Versailles to his older brother. Their first son, Adolph Gysbert, was born in
1910 at Groenfontein just north of Wellington, the year of the Union of South Africa. Two years later
Ralph Jordan arrived. Groenfontein was one of Rhodes’ Fruit Farms at that time, but the thatched and
gabled house had been built by Willie’s grandfather. It had yellowwood floors and teak panelling. After
Ralph was born they moved to Klipvlei on the flank of the Groenberg, staying there until 1915.
Willie was a great promoter of self-reliance for the boys, that seems today to have bordered on
irresponsibility for their safety. On the farm they ran wild, much to their grandmother Mrs Jordan’s
dismay. The last straw for her was when the children were found chewing sticks of dynamite they had
pulled out of a box of explosives that Willie used to blast holes for planting trees. Evelyn simply
remarked: “God provides guardian angels for drunkards and little children. I hope he’ll provide some
for mine”.
Willie and Evelyn then decided to buy the farm Slent. The farmstead was very old and situated on the
slopes of the Paardeberg. Table Mountain was visible far away to the south and all around were
stretches of fruit trees, vineyards and big oaks planted by the first owners. It was another perfect place
on which to run wild, though prayers and Bible readings were also a regular part of home life for the
children.
The upper reaches of Slent were rocky and precipitous, baboon territory. Walker wrote: “The boys’
dogs chased the baboons, the baboons chased the dogs, and all chased each other towards the
irrigated orchards of apricot, peach and plum and vineyards.” There was also an old but vicious boar
with big tusks that wandered around the farmyard, which they teased until it chased them round the
farm and gored Sailor’s arm. A pet goat helped to tow them down a big sloping rock slide. They built
a corrugated iron canoe to paddle on the dam, rode horses and mules, climbed rocks and trees,
picnicked and braaied under the oaks. At harvest time they helped the farm workers, including driving
the big truck even though Sailor could hardly reach the steering wheel and pedals at the same time.
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Teasing dangerous animals and shooting birds for the pot, according to Willie later on, prepared his
older son for his prowess as a fighter pilot for the RAF during the War. Ralph joined the South African
air force as a navigator.
The family’s dreams as farm owners were shattered when the farm went bankrupt and Willie had to
sell Slent. He had simply invested too much into improving the farm and was caught by the post 1918
slump in food prices. By this time Willie was also suffering from mental illness and Evelyn was left to
cope with a sick husband and by now a family of five children. She moved back to Wellington and did
dress-making and took in boarders to make ends meet until he recovered. She also had the comfort
of her close friends and family around her.

The Malan family in about 1930. Parents: Willem Adolph (1879-1949 and Evelyn Forde (1887-1973). Children: Adolph
Gysbert (b.1910); Ralph Jordan (b.1912); Zoe (b.1915); Willem Stanley (b.1917); on table Francis (b.1919); Marjorie Joubert
(b.1921); and Evelyn Peter (b.1925).

Ralph junior does not remember ever meeting his grandfather Willie (who died in Kimberley in 1949)
and never knew his father and namesake Ralph senior (who died in 1944 before he was born), but
remembers his grandmother Evelyn very fondly, as a capable, elegant and kind woman.

..
Terriers run in the Malan family: Sailor 1953; Ralph senior 1943; Ralph junior 2022; Anton 2005.
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SLENT / AYAMA
First settled in 1685 by Martin Pouisson, a French refugee from religious persecution, the title deeds
were granted in 1707. Pouisson named the farm Slent but the derivation of the name is obscure. The
homestead was completely demolished by a later owner, it is rumoured because the farm was
proposed as a National Monument due to its association with Sailor Malan. The property was bought
by Slent Farms Company in 2005, and the Italian owners made the first Slent wine in 2005, named
Ayama, a Xhosa word meaning “someone to lean on” as the owners believe their project leans on
friendship and love. [ See https://www.ayama.info/.]

GAYLE O’CONNOR’S MINIMAL SUGAR BERRY JAM
On our away weekend, Gayle O’Connor told us about his minimal-sugar jam. Sounded good, so we
asked him to write it down, and here it is. What is the vernacular link? Well, it was told to us on a
VASSA outing while we were having dinner in an old vernacular barn converted into a dining room. No
other excuse needed!
The method of preserving fruit by boiling with sugar and storing in sterilised containers was only
“invented” in 1795 in France. Before that, at the Cape fruit was dried and salted. Before the use of
sugar and sterilsation, fruit was also preserved in ceramic jars (before glass) and covered with brandy.
These were called ‘soetsopies’, according to Renata Coetzee in her book The South African Culinary
Tradition (1977).

I.C. Hoffmann exported jam from Britain to
the colonies. These salt-glazed stoneware
pots, impressed with the words ‘Rassberry’ an
‘Black Currant Jam, were found on the wreck
of the Britannia, a British cargo ship that sank
off the Cape West Coast in 1826 (photo Jane
Klose).
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The recipe
As I consume a lot of jam (aka sugar) I decided to make fruity/healthy jam. Here’s my recipe for whole,
blackberry, red and black currant, sweet or sour cherry, raspberry and blueberry jam. I l like whole
fruit jams and sometimes combine two or more berry types.
Ingredients:
1kg berries (frozen or fresh)
100g white sugar
1 lemon (juice and thin slices of lemon skin/zest)
Schnapps, preferably fruity [presumably optional: see end of recipe - ed.]
Method:
Submerge clean glass jars in boiling water and keep on the boil. I submerge washed jar lids in a bowl
of boiled water.
I use frozen berries (can use fresh ripe berries). Put frozen berries into big pot, stove on high heat. Stir
gently as berries defrost. When boiling reduce heat to medium.
Add 1 dessert spoon lemon juice, 100 grams sugar, slivers of lemon peel/zest. Stir gently during the
whole process. Boil on medium heat for 25 minutes stirring frequently. With big spoon skim off any
white scum.
Remove jars from boiling water and place upside down on a drying cloth. With a ladle with holes scoop
berries from the pan. Use a dessert spoon to put berries from the ladle into a jar. Fill jar until 2mm.
from the top. Wipe off any spilt jam from the side of the jar.
Fill the jar by drizzling in Schnapps. Screw on the jar lids and leave to cool. Label jars and add date of
production.
You are left with berry juice in the pot. Poor juice into a jar for use over ice cream or dessert, or mixed
with water as a healthy cordial.
Tips:
Stir jam continuously through the whole process. Don’t add any water, berries make their own. If
making cherry jam slice cherries in half. If you prefer not to have whole berry jam, squash berries with
a potato press. Realise that berries like black currants tend to dominate if added to mixed berry jam.
I don’t add pectin as I prefer looser jam. As sugar is a preservative, realise my jam has a reduced shelf
life + - 9 months. If you are an abstainer, poor hot candle wax to fill the jar.
My wife finds some of these jams too tart, so I sprinkle some sugar on her bread.
ENJOY!!!

TRACKING DOWN A HIDDEN MONUMENT
Pat Kramer
Years ago, while paging through J.J. Oberholster’s book on National Monuments, I came upon a
monument described as an “astronomical relic” at Touws River. Touws River is a small town on the
N1, the first town after exiting the Hex River Pass travelling north. Once a thriving railway town with
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hundreds of trains passing through every day, its abandonment by South African Railways has resulted
in its rapid deterioration. Strange place to find a monument.
The monument is the recognition of an astronomical event which occurred in 1882 - the transit of
Venus. To quote the rather simplistic (but adequate for our purposes) explanation from The Historic
Monuments of South Africa, “the phenomenon of the transit of Venus was important in the
determination of distances within the solar system”. Expeditions were sent to various parts of the
world in 1882, one place being Montagu Road, later renamed Touws River. This was where the British
expedition set up their equipment.

The inscription reads:
TRANSIT OF VENUS
DEC 6TH 1882
Astronomers
A MARTH
STEVENS
ASSISTANT
J. THORNTON
CORPORAL
(Photo Henrietta Dax 2018)

The astronomers arrived in Touws River with two telescopes, which were so large that the crates they
arrived in could be used as huts! It appears that a transit instrument was also brought along to
determine longitude and latitude. One of the party, having arrived early, was able to construct two
concrete pillars (or piers) on which to mount the telescopes.
I have quoted extensively from an article by W.P. Koorts that was published in The Monthly Notes of
the Astronomical Society of Southern Africa which is the official journal of the Astronomical Society of
Southern Africa (ASSA). He grew up in Touws River but never understood the meaning of the site until
he became an electronic technician at the South African Astronomical Observatory in Cape Town many
years later. His article conveys the atmosphere on that important day. “The morning of 6 December
1882 started out cloudless and calm. However the afternoon breeze they had got accustomed to,
started early and by 9 o’clock became gusty and very strong. Despite this northerly wind, it stayed
clear all day. With the summer sun baking down, afternoon temperatures reached ‘considerably over
100F (38C) in the shade. The transit started in the late afternoon.
The mountings of these 6-inch Grubb telescopes, designed for field use, were notorious for not being
sufficient to carry the weight of the instruments. They were just about usable in calm conditions, but
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far from adequate in a gale. With lots of ground left bare from the newly developed railway and its
infrastructure, the wind kicked up huge dust clouds. At times visibility was so bad that Mr Marth’s
assistant, Corporal Thornton, had his hands full devising windbreaks, using poles and tarpaulins
borrowed from the railways.
Despite these adverse conditions both observers managed successful observations.
When the party departed, they left behind their hand-inscribed piers. A few years later Jimmy Logan
(of Matjiesfontein fame) bought this plot of land, demolished any existing buildings and in 1902
erected the Douglas Hotel there. Amazingly, the piers survived, ending up in the courtyard of the hotel
complex.
As time passed, further fortunate events saved the piers. Almost 50 years later, H.E. Wood of the
Union Observatory in Johannesburg visited the site, found the piers and discussed them with the late
Jimmy Logan’s son, the then owner of the hotel. Wood also wrote to the National Monuments Council
and in 1938 the piers were proclaimed National Monuments. As Foote writes: “Just as well, since they
subsequently survived the demolition of the main part of the Douglas Hotel in 1981”.

Top left: The empty site of the Douglas Hotel opposite the station (Photo John Kramer). Top right: ‘Flats of Venus’ painted
on the wall of the adjacent buildings. Bottom: The fence around the two piers (photos Henrietta Dax).

So, this is the story behind the “astronomical relics”. We attempted to locate them on numerous
occasions without success. Finally, the youngsters behind the reception of the hotel on the N1 called
an elderly member of staff who knew exactly what we were looking for. Following her directions, we
ended up on the empty Douglas Hotel site which is situated opposite houses occupied by local people,
named “Flats of Venus”. A gang of youngsters led us down a short passage to a courtyard … and there
they were, still surrounded by the original fence, and, unfortunately for us, protected by an unfriendly
dog. We took a quick photo and retreated. However, a little while later, Henrietta Dax, owner of
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Clarke’s Bookshop in Long Street, asked me how to find the piers and she managed to take some
photographs.
So there we have it - the “astronomical relics” are still standing behind the bottle store in a rather run
down area of Touws River, and what a story they tell. Think about it next time you pass that way.
References
Koorts, W.P. 2004. The 1882 Transit of Venus: The British Expeditions to South Africa. Notes of the
Astronomical Society of South Africa. Vol 63 nos 3&4.
Oberholster, J.J.1972. The Historical Monuments of South Africa. The Rembrandt van Rijn Foundation
for Culture: Cape Town.
The entire interesting article can be read on the web:
https://wpk.saao.ac.za/tov1882/2004MNSSA..63...34K.pdf
OR Google Foote + Touws River.

NOT the River Club
Amazon has won its case against the interdict to stop building on the sacred wetlands of
Observatory. Ralph Malan spotted this story about an alternative approach – rewilding our
waterways. https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2022/sep/20/dutch-rewilding-project-turns-backthe-clock-500-years-aoe.

We do have our local equivalents in Friends of the Liesbeek (https://fol.org.za/) and other
environmental groups, but only at a very small voluntary scale. You should read this excellent piece
by Lalou Meltzer on the history of the Liesbeek River: https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2022-0707-the-battle-for-history-and-a-river-the-liesbeek-and-the-river-clubsite/?utm_source=top_reads_block&utm_campaign=south_africa

GOVERNMENT AVENUE
Sanity has prevailed and the razor wire barrier blocking the Adderley Street entrance to the Avenue
has been removed! The City of Cape Town gave SAPS a deadline to take it away by Heritage Day.
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When is a ‘manor’ not a manor? When it’s a Cape house!
Instead of a photograph, this month we have a whine from the editor.
A manor house was historically the main residence of the lord of the manor. The house formed the
administrative centre of a manor in the European feudal system; within its great hall were held the
lord's manorial courts, communal meals with manorial tenants and great banquets. The term is today
loosely applied to various country houses, frequently dating from the Late Middle Ages, which
formerly housed the landed gentry (Wikipedia). Manor– the land belonging to a nobleman, the district
over which his court had authority; in America a tract of land for which rent was paid. Manor-house –
the house or seat belonging to a manor (Chambers Dictionary).
Much to my annoyance, the term manor or manor house is often used in South Africa to mean simply
either a country house or indeed any other house considered to resemble one, without any reference
to age or to the historical sense of the term. Here are some homes described by Cape estate agents
as manor houses (spotted in a recent Google search):

..
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I wondered what terms could have been used in the Cape in the past that may have led to this
apparently loose and inaccurate usage today. According to an old Dutch and an Afrikaans dictionary
these terms were available:
•
•
•
•
•

Riddergoed, landgoed (Afrikaans) – manor.
Here(n)huis, landhuis (Afrikaans & Dutch) – manor house.
Ambachtsheer (Dutch) – lord of the manor.
Hof (Afrikaans & Dutch) – court, garden.
Hofstad, Hofstede (Dutch, Afrikaans) – royal residence.

To my knowledge, the Dutch words herehuis or landhuis are rarely found in the Cape archival records,
although they were used in the East Indies, such as Batavia.
These are the terms that were written in South African freehold property grants from the earliest days
of Dutch occupation of the Cape:
•
•
•

for settlements, huis en erf;
for market gardens, huis en tuin;
for rural areas, hofstede en plaas (opstal was used to refer to structures on a loan farm.)

I don’t think there are any manor houses in the Cape. Do you?

BOER MAAK ‘N PLAN

Barn walls made of flattened barrels and corrugated iron on Lapfontein in the Karoo.

Compiled by Pat Kramer & edited by Antonia Malan - publications@vassa.org.za.
The Vernacular Architecture Society is not responsible for errors or opinions in this Newsletter.
Please do not reproduce the images without permission.
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